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So fresh and so clean: Bloom.fm helps users Spring clean their 

music collection and discover fresh tracks 
04/04/2013 

Top rated mobile music app Bloom.fm streamlines music collections and aids musical discovery with new added 
features. 
 
 
Bloom.fm have launched new ‘Spring clean’ features to help users de-clutter their lives and make it 
easier to bring all their music collections together and discover fresh talent.  
 
The app can now be used to instantly replicate CD collections on their mobile.  Users can scan the 
barcodes of their CDs and the tracks can be instantly added to their Bloom.fm library.  
 
The app already imports songs purchased through iTunes into the Bloom.fm mobile library so users can 
play all their music from one place. With Bloom.fm’s ingenious discovery tool, which recommends similar 
artists, users can then explore and find new music based on the music they already like.  
 
Tum Nguyen, Co-founder and Chief Technical Officer at Bloom.fm commented: 
“CD’s often end up being thrown away or boxed up during the annual Spring clean.  Music collections 
are the soundtrack to your life; we didn’t want to see these musical memories lost so we’ve made it easy 
to take them with you on your phone.” 
 
CD sales fell nearly 20% in 2012 
 
A recent survey by the British Phonographic Industry found that CD sales had fallen by nearly 20% in 
2012, while digital sales rose by 14.8% showing the shift in consumer habits. However many music fans 
still like to buy hard copies of their favorite albums and the recent news that HMV is likely to be saved 
from administration by a £50m deal shows there is still interest in high street music retail. The new 
features on Bloom.fm allow music fans to quickly combine their various music collections in one easy 
step. 
 
Tum continued:  
“It’s frustrating when your music collection isn’t in one place, so we’ve made it simple to combine your 
CD collection and digital music with the songs you’ve borrowed from Bloom.fm’s library.” 
 
The barcode search feature is one of several new additions to Bloom.fm that is making it easier to find 
great new music on the move.  Bloom.fm have also added a UK Top 100 streaming radio station, as well 
as a dedicated listing of all the best new releases.  Plus users can now read Wikipedia biographies for 
hundreds of thousands of artists directly from the Bloom.fm artist pages.  
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Tum continued: 
“Our discovery tools make it easy to find new artists you’ll love. Bloom.fm introduces you to new bands 
and new releases, and with the artist biographies you can instantly find out more about your musical 
finds, and impress your friends with your musical knowledge.” 
 
About Bloom.fm 
 
1. A free app with a library of over 16 million tracks, legally licensed from leading major and 

independent record labels. 
2. Enjoy your favourite music with over 150 free genre based radio stations, covering all tastes from 

Pop to Metal, and free ‘related artist’ radios. 
3. A unique ‘borrow, enjoy, return’ system with flexible bolt-on subscriptions that let users download 

and store music on their phone to play whenever and wherever they want, on and offline. 
4. Intuitive and stuffed with beautiful design touches that make it a joy to use. Apple fans will 

especially appreciate the nod to the classic iPod scroller in Bloom.fm’s Radio Wheel. 
5. A trademarked discovery interface with a clever algorithm effortlessly introduces you to artists 

you’ll love. 
6. No fuss – borrow albums with one tap. Your library is automatically organized and you can 

create your own playlists. 
7. Seamlessly integrates with your existing iTunes library, keeping all your music in one place and 

making it easy to find more of the music you like. 
8. Easily share what you’re listening to on Facebook and Twitter or send tracks directly to Bloom.fm 

users by email, GPS and QR code. 
 
Bloom.fm can be downloaded free from the App Store here: www.bloom.fm/iphone 
 
For a limited time, everyone who installs the app will be given a free trial of Bloom.fm’s ‘borrow, enjoy, 
return’ system, which lets you borrow songs to your phone to play whenever you want, even when 
you’re offline. Just borrow a track to kick off your free trial. 
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